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ABSTRACT 
The partial realization problem is treated algebraically using polynomial models. 
The main idea is the kernels of certain projections of the Hankel map, which give rise 
to orthogonal direct sum decomposition of the state space. Minimality of partial 
realizations is based on minimal elements of these subspaces, which arise as a natural 
consequence of the structural properties. 
INTRODUCTION 
In many practical applications of linear systems, the transfer function is 
not ‘given concretely or completely, but we only have a finite sequence of 
Markov parameters. In such cases we are interested in identifying systems 
which are partial realizations of transfer functions that are determined by the 
partial sequences of information. It is of importance to find minimal partial 
realizations in a recursive manner. This means that if we are given more 
information, we want it to add on to the information we had before, or that 
the new system will contain the previous one. In other words, the matrices 
(A,, B,,,C,,) are submatrices of (A,+i, Bn+l,C,,+l). 
In the scalar case, where we have a single input, single output system, the 
problem has been solved using various methods such as continued fractions, 
orthogonal polynomials, Pade approximations, and analysis of Hankel matrices. 
Our approach is purely algebraic, based on polynomial models and Hankel 
maps. The main feature is the kernels of certain projections of the Hankel 
map and their algebraic properties. The projections are on the first n 
coefficients in the power series expansions of the Hankel-map images of 
polynomials. The elements of these kernels, denoted by V,, are the denomina- 
tors of partial realizations. Quite surprisingly, the numerators are determined 
uniquely by the denominators. Minimal partial realizations are based on 
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minimal elements of these kernels. In order to identify minimal elements, we 
define an inner product induced by the Hankel map, under which the 
orthogonal complement of V, is simply all the polynomials of degree less than 
n. The state space is decomposed into a direct sum of orthogonal subspaces 
all of whose elements give rise to the same partial realization. 
Most results of previous approaches to the problem are obtained in a 
natural algebraic setting; hence our approach unifies some of the other 
approaches. It is based on structural properties of the state space rather than 
on division algorithms. In the last section we connect the results of our 
approach with continued fractions, with McMillan degree reduction by 
feedback, and with state space realizations. 
This paper treats the scalar case mainly, but most of the structural 
properties are general. The first two sections are quite general, and some of 
the results pertain to the multivariable case as well as the scalar case. The 
third and fourth sections are restricted to the scalar case. The multivariable 
case is treated in a subsequent paper [15]. 
I. PRELIMINARIES AND MOTIVATION 
The aim of this section is to provide an alternative definition of a partial 
realization, based on Theorem 1.1, which is the key to our approach. 
Let G(n) = C~=i,Ciz-’ be a real strictly proper rational p X m matrix 
function having the coprime representations: G = ND-’ = Tp ‘M, where N 
and D are right coprime polynomial matrices whereas T and M are left 
coprime. If we are given only a finite number of coefficients, G,, . . . , G,, then 
G = C:,,G,z-‘. 
Another rational function H is called a partial realization of G of 
matching order at least s if 
H= i G,z-" + f Ki~-i, 
i=l i=s+l 
i.e., there is a matching of at least the first s coefficients. 
At this stage we need some notation concerning polynomial models. 
Let F”((z)) be the space of vector functions over a field F having a 
power series expansion h = CF= _khizpi. We define the projections -7r+ and 
r- as the projections on the polynomial and strictly proper parts of h 
respectively. 
Let f E F”[ z] be a polynomial vector, and D an m X m nonsingular 
polynomial matrix. We define nof= Dir_ D-‘f and X, = Irnro C F”[z]. 
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The restricted shift operator S, operating in X, is defined by S,f = nnzf. 
Here X, is a finite dimensional vector space over the field F, and its 
dimension is degdet D. 
Similarly, for a nonsingular p x p polynomial matrix T, we define 
XT= {hEz-‘FP((~-l)):Thisapolynomial}, 
and the restricted shift operator in XT is defined by S Th = r _ zh. 
If G = ND-’ is a strictly proper transfer function, the associated realiza- 
tion of G in state space X, is 
Af=S,f, fEXD3 
Bx = n,x, x=F*, 
cf =(Gf)-1, f EXD. 
For more details and proofs, see [6]. 
Denote by H, the Hankel map induced by G, 
Hc: F”[z] + z-~F~((z-‘)), H,f = a_Gf 
H, is a module homomorphism over F [ z] where the module structure in 
F m [ z] and z- ‘FP(( z- ‘)) are given respectively by 
z.f=zf and z,h=a_zh for f E F”[z], h E &FP((z-‘)). 
The matrix representation of H, from the basis { I, zZ, 2’1, . . . } of F”[ z] 
to the basis {z-‘I, z-‘I, . ..} of z-‘Fp((~-~)) is 
i 
G, G, G, ... 
H, = G, G, . . . , 
G, ... 
which is the well-known Hankel matrix. 
It has been shown by Fuhrmann [6] that Ker H, = DFm[ z] and Im H, = 
XT. Hence H, restricted to X, is a bijection between X, and XT, and 
rank H, = dim XT = dim X, = degdet D = &g&t T. 
The following theorem is the main motivation for our approach. 
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THEOREM 1.1. Let G as above be a scalar (i.e., m = p = 1) rational 
function, and let s be any integer. Let p, q be scalar polynomials such that 
deg q < s. Then p/q is a partial realization of G of matching order at least s 
iff for n = s - deg q, 
z”H,q = H,z”q and p = r+Gq. (1.1) 
Proof. If p/q is a partial realization of matching order s, then 
G-$= g H,z-‘=:F, 
i=s+l 
for some constants Hi. This implies Gq - p = F,q. Now F,q is strictly proper, 
since degq < s; hence r+Gq - p = 0, or p = r+Gq, and r_Gq = H,q = F,q. 
Now z”FS is strictly proper and zPdegqq is proper; hence .z-degqFsq = z”F,q 
is strictly proper, so that 
z”H,q = cz"HGq = T_ z”r_Gq = n_Gz”q = Hcznq, 
Conversely, if p = r+Gq and z”H,q = H,z”q, then Gq - p = T_Gq = 
H,q = zPnHcznq, which means that the first n coefficients in the power 
series expansion of H,q are zero. Hence the power series expansion of 
(H,q)/q = G - p/q has its first s = n + deg q coefficients equal to zero. 
Thus p/q is a partial realization of G of matching order at least s. q 
Note that (1.1) is equivalent to 
H,q = z-nH6z”q, p = r+Gq. (1.2) 
This means that the numerator p of a partial realization is determined 
uniquely once we have an “eligible” denominator q, satisfying (1.2). 
The motivation for our approach to the partial realization problem is the 
fact that for any polynomial q, if n = 0, then the first equality of (1.2) is 
satisfied trivially. Hence if q is any polynomial of any degree s and 
p = r+Gq, then p/q is a partial realization of G of matching order s. 
Therefore we shall emphasize the order n rather than the matching order s. 
Denote H(“): F”[.z] -+ z P’Fp((zP1)), H(“)f = H,f - z-“H,z”f, so that 
(1.2) is equivalent to 
q E Ker H(“), p = r+Gq. (I.31 
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DEFINITION. Let G be a scalar rational function, and let p, q be scalar 
polynomials. Then p/q will be called a partial realization of G of order n if n 
is the maximal integer such that (1.3) holds. The matching order is s = 
n +degq. 
A minimal partial realization of G of order n is a partial realization p/q 
of order n such that q is a nonzero element of minimal degree in KerH(“‘. 
LEMMA 1.2. Let h E z-‘F”[[z-‘I], h = CyCo,lhiz-i. We define a projec- 
tion 7x, on z-‘F”[[z-‘I] by 
n_,h= i hiz-” = h- f hi&. 
i=l i=n+l 
Then H(“)= r_,Hc. 
Proof. It suffices to show that for any constant vector x E F “I, and any 
integer k, Hcn)zkx = m_,H,zkx. But 
cc cc 
HCn)zkx = HGzkx - Z-nHG~k+n~ = r_ c Gizkpix - z-“T_ c Gizktn+x 
i=l i=l 
= F Gk+jz-j, - E Gk+jz-jx = a_,H,zkx. n 
j=l j=n+l 
COROLLARY. For either a scalar or a matrix function G, the matrix 
representation of Hc”j with respect to the standard bases of F’“[z] and 
z-‘Fp[[z-‘I], as before, is of the fm 
H(“) = 
G, G, ... G, 
G, G, . . . 
Gn G”,l . . . 
0 0 0 . . . 
b 0 0 . . . 
G n-cl ... 
/ 
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Now H(“) is not a module homomorphism, so its kernel is not necessarily 
a submodule of F”[ z]. However, Ker H(“) contains DF”[ z], so that 
f E Ker H(“) iff nof E Ker H(“), since for any f E F”[z], we can write 
f = rJ+ Dfi for some polynomial vector fi and H(“)f = 0 iff H(“)(?r,f) = 
0. So we can restrict H(“) to X, without loss of generality, at least for the 
algebraic analysis. 
REMAF~KS. 
(1) We mentioned that we can restrict H, to X,. Note that m_GrDf = 
r_Gf for any polynomial vector f. Note also that H,S,f = cGzf = 
r_ m_Gf = S*H,f, 
(2) It is always true that npz”Hcf = r-z”Gf; hence f E KerH(“’ 
means that z “H, f is strictly proper, so that at least the first n coefficients in 
the power series expansion of H,f are zero. Hence if n is the maximal 
integer such that f E Ker H(“), then the coefficient of z-i in the power series 
expansion of znHG f, denoted by ( znHG f) _ 1, is nonzero. 
(3) Note that if p = r+G9, then p/9 = G - (a_Gq)q-’ is automatically 
strictly proper. 
II. SOME STRUCTURAL PROPERTIES 
As we saw in the previous section, partial realizations are connected with 
the kernels of the projections of the Hankel map which we denoted by H(“), 
in such a way that the denominators are in Ker H(“’ for some n. These 
kernels and their algebraic properties are what we shall investigate next. 
Denote V = Ker H(“)l ={f~X~:H,f=z-“H,z”f}. 
Since F”“[z] = X,@DxFD”[z] and DF”[z] c KerH(“) for any n, then 
KerH(“)=V,@DFm[z]. 
If G = ND- ’ = T- ‘M are coprime representations, then we know by [6] 
that X, is module-isomorphic to X, by the module isomorphism 
2: x, + XT, Zf = vTMf, 
Z is an intertwining map between So and ST, i.e., ZS, = SrZ. 
Let W,, c XT be the images of V, under 2. 
LEMMA 2.1. W,={gEX,:z”gEXr}. 
proof. f E V, iff z?_T-‘Mf = T_z”T-‘Mf, and this happens iff 
znT~_T-lMf =Tn_T-‘z”Mf. The last term is equal to T?T_T~‘z”T?~~ 
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T-‘Mf = SgZf, so f E V, iff z”Zf = SGZf. Since Z is an isomorphism, then 
W,={g~X~:z”g=S;tg}. But for gEXr, z”g=SFg if and only if 
z”g E x,. w 
COROLLARY. We have the inclusion X, = V, 2 V, 2 . . . 3 V, = (0). 
Proof. In order to prove the above inclusion, we shall prove the equiv- 
alent inclusion X, = We 3 W, 1 . . . , which is quite obvious, since if 
g E Wf+‘, then zn+‘g E X,, or T- ‘z”+ ‘g is strictly proper. Hence 
2 -‘T- ?~“+~g = T-‘z”g is also strictly proper, which means z”g E X,. Hence 
W n+lCWn* n 
LEMMA 2.2. LetfEX,andCf=(ND-‘f)_,.Z?aenV,=KerC. 
Proof. (NDP1f)_,=zr_Gf-r_zGf andthisiszeroiff H,f=zplm_ 
zGf, or iff f E V,. n 
The inclusion of Lemma 2.1 implies that f E V, iff for any polynomial 
e(z) of degree less than or equal n, Hce(S,)f = e(z)Hcf. 
The next lemma will be crucial in the sequel. 
LEMMA 2.3. Fornal, letf EV,,. Thenf EVntl iffS,f EVn. 
Proof. Since Z is an intertwining map between S, and S,, it is 
equivalent to show that g E W,, 1 iff S,g E W,,. 
Suppose g E W, + 1 for n > 0. Then zg E X,. So 
z”S,g = zn7rrzg = zy zg) = ,n+‘g E x,. 
Hence Srg E W,,. 
Conversely, if S,g E W, for g E W,, then 
z”+‘g = z”(g) = 2”7r,zg = z”S,g E x,. 
Hence g E W,,, 1. 
We can generalize Lemma 2.3 by straightforward induction: 
n 
LEMMA 2.4. L.&n>1 andf EVn. Thenf EVn,i iflSAf EV,. 
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III. THE SCALAR CASE 
We shall now concentrate on the scalar case, i.e., G is a scalar, strictly 
proper rational function. We shall define an inner product induced by the 
Hankel map, which will help us to characterize minimal elements of the 
subspaces V,,. Then, in Theorems 3.5 and 3.6, we shall show how the state 
space is decomposed into cyclic, orthogonal subspaces, and in Lemma 3.13 
we shall show that the elements of each of these cyclic subspaces all give rise 
to the same partial realization. Lemmas 3.10 and 3.11 give recursive formulas. 
If D = T is a scalar polynomial of degree k, then 
X,=X,= {f:degf< k}. 
For simplicity, we shall denote this state space by X. 
In the scalar case, W,, is simply equal to the set of all polynomials whose 
degree is less than k - n whenever k c n, and zero if k 2 n. So 
W,,= {f EX:degf<k-n} and dimW,,=k-n. 
Hence dimV,, = k - n and so dimV, - dimV,+, = 1, and we have strict 
inclusion of these subspaces. 
We shall define an inner product on X by 
where, for f, g E F((z)) such that f = Cfizi, g=Cgizi3 we define 
[f, gl = C_6g-i-1’ 
Note that this defines a symmetric inner product, since H, is a symmetric 
matrix. This inner product is nondegenerate unless G = 0, but it is not 
necessarily definite. 
Note that for f, g E X, 
[H,f,g] = [7Lm!ff,g] = [e-,Mf,g] = [T-'ZfAl =(Zf,g), 
where ( , ) is the inner product used in [7,8]. 
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LEMMA 3.1. UnderthepaiTing(f,g)=[H,f,g] fhrf,gEX, wehaue 
for any n < k, 
Proof. Let g E V, be any element, and suppose deg f < n. Then 
(f? g) = if> &bd = [f? z-%&g] 
= [z-“f, T_ z”Gg] = [ 7~+ z-“f, z”Gf] = 0 
since T+z-“f =O. Th is p roves that (V,)’ 1 {f E X:deg f < n}. However, 
dimV,, = k - n, so dim(V,) * = n, since our inner product is nondegenerate, 
so that the dimensions are complementary, Now dim{ f: deg f < n } = n; 
hence, we have equality. n 
Lemma 3.1 means that for the associated realization (A, B, C) of G in 
X D' 
ImB= {rDx:x=const} =(V,)‘=(KerC)*. 
Hence our inner product has quite a natural system theoretic meaning. 
In order to talk about minimal partial realizations, we shall see what 
minimal elements are in each V,. Note that each V, has a unique manic 
nonzero minimal element, i.e. an element of minimal degree. If f, g are 
minimal elements in V,,, both manic, then f - g E V, has lower degree, so 
f - g must be zero; hence f = g. 
LEMMA 3.2. In each V,, (n < k), there is a nonzero element of degree less 
than or equul to n. 
Proof. Since V,,, 5 V,,, then by [3, Lemma 3.31, 
dim[(V,,+,) 1 n v,,] > dimV, - dimV,+, = 1. 
This implies that (V,,,,)’ n V,, # (0); h ence there is a nonzero element of 
degree less than n + 1 in V,. n 
Note that dimV,+ r = dimV, - 1, but dim[(V,+,)l n V,] >, 1. If H, is 
definite, then the above dimension is equal to 1. 
COROLLARY. LetfEV,besuchthatdegf~n,andn>,l.zfSDfEv,, 
then (f, f) = 0. 
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Proof. By Lemma 2.3, S,f E V,, iff f E V,,, i. Since deg f < n, then 
f E(V,+l)*; hence(f,f)=O. 
LEMMA 3.3. Let fi’, 6., i # j, be elements in V,Vj respectively, whose 
degrees are less than or equal to i and j respectively. Then they are 
orthogonal. 
Proof. Suppose i < j; then deg f; < i -C j. Hence by Lemma 3.1, 
~E(Vj)L9So(~~~)=o~ 
n 
In particular, minimal elements of each V, are orthogonal polynomials, 
although they are not necessarily distinct. If f is a minimal element of both V 
and Vi (i # j), then (f, f) = 0. In other words, the denominators of minimal 
partial realizations are orthogonal with respect to the inner product induced 
by Ho. 
Note that if H, is definite, then the minimal elements of each V,, are of 
degree exactly n, since for f E V,, if deg f < n, then f E (V,) ‘, so that 
(f, f) = 0. This cannot be if H, is definite. In this case, the minimal elements 
of different V,‘s are distinct. They are the same polynomials as the orthogonal 
polynomials introduced by Geronimus [lo] and Gragg [ll] for a definite 
matrix H,. If H, is definite, the minimal unit-norm elements of the V,‘s form 
an orthonormal basis for X, since their number is k, which is equal to the 
dimension of X. Denote these elements by fo, .. . , fk_ 1; then deg f, = n and 
(fi, fj) = aij. Hence their images under the module isomorphism 2 for the 
dual basis for them under the pairing ( , ) since ai j = [ H,f;, h] = (ZA, 4). 
We shah now connect minimal elements of V,,‘s with “jumps” in the rank 
of the Hankel matrix, as introduced by Kalman [13]. Let 
‘G, G, ... G, \ 
G, G, 
H,=. . 
... G+I 
. . 
,“” Cn+l ... G,,,, 
be the nth main submatrix of H,. Then H, can be viewed as H(“) restricted 
to the polynomials of degree less than n, or as H(“) restricted to V,‘. 
LEMMA 3.4. Let H, be as above. Then rank H, = n - dim[V, n(V,)‘]. 
Proof. The domain of H, is (V,) I, and its kernel is V,, n (V,) I. Thus 
rank H, = n - dim Ker H,. 
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The case where for each n (n < k), H, has rank n, is called by Kalman 
[13] the generic case. By Lemma 3.4, this is equivalent to V,, having no 
isotropic part, i.e. V, fl (V,) * = { 0) for all n. In particular, if H, is definite, 
then we have the generic case. The converse is not necessarily true, since 
genericity is equivalent to det H, # 0 for all n less than k, whereas positive 
definiteness is equivalent, by Sylvester’s theorem, to det H, > 0 for all n. 
Alternatively, genericity is equivalent to V,, having no isotropic part, whereas 
definiteness is equivalent to the property that no subspace has an isotropic 
part. 
In the nongeneric case, we may have rank H, < n, and the “jumps” in 
rank H, correspond to “jumps” in the dimension of the isotropic part of V,. 
In the generic case, the degree of the minimal elements of V, is exactly n. 
This happens also whenever rank H, = n, which is what has been shown by 
Kalman for the denominators of minimal partial realizations. In this case, 
there is a matching of the first 2n coefficients in the power series expansions. 
Let {k,,k,,..., k,} = {n: V, n(V,)’ = (0)). Then for n = ki, H, has 
full rank n, and the minimal elements of V, are of degree exactly n. We 
arrange the k i’s in increasing order and fix k, = 0 and k,, 1 = k = deg D. In 
the generic case, k, = i for all 0 < i < k. 
Since V,, n (V,,) 1 = (0) and dimV,, + dim(Vk,) 1 = dim X, we have a 
direct sum decomposition: 
X=V,,@(VJ. 
Let ~~,9~,..., 9, be the minimal manic elements of each V,,, whose 
degrees are ki respectively. Hence, by Lemma 3.3, they are orthogonal 
polynomials such that deg 9i = ki. Note that 9. = 1, and we shall define 
9r+l = D. 
The next theorem describes part of the structure of the state space. It is 
based strongly on Lemma 2.3. 
THEOREM 3.5. Let vi = V,, n (V,#+,) I. Then Vi is a cyclic subspace with 
respect to the operator S D, generated by 9i, of dimension di = ki+l - k,. In 
other words, it has a basis composed of the elements 9i, SDqi, . . . , S$ 19i. 
Note that if D is a scalar polynomial of degree k, then S, f = zf if 
deg f < k - 1. Hence for j < di, SAqi = zj9,. 
Proof. We first show the dimension. dimV,, = k - ki and dimVki+, = 
k - ki+i, andsinceV,,=V,Z+,@Ui, wehavedimUi=(k-ki)-(k-ki+l)= 
ki+l - ki. 
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Now 9i~V~, and si~(Vk,+,)‘, sincedeg9,=ki<ki+,. Hence 9iE’i* 
If di = 1, then q = Sp{ cri} and we are finished. 
Suppose di > 1. Then Vki 2 Vk,+i 3 . . . 3 V, +d -i 2 Vk,+,, and for any j I I 
such that 0 < j < di, Vk,+i has a nontrivial isotropic part; hence it contains 
nonzero elements of degree strictly less than ki + j. 
We want to show that 9i is an element of V,, +i for all j < d i. This 
implies, by Lemmas 2.3 and 2.4, that SAqi E V,,, which is our desired result. 
We shall show this first for j = 1: 
If 9i is not an element of V,, + i, then the minimal elements of V,, + i are 
of degree ki + 1. This means that Vki+ i has no isotropic part, which con- 
tradicts our assumption. Thus 9i E V,,, i. This implies by Lemma 2.3 that 
‘D9i E ‘k,’ 
Let sbethemaximalintegersuchthat 9i,~i,...,z”9i~Vk..Thens>I. 
Assume s < di - 1. We shall contradict this assumption. 
Let B be a basis for V,, composed of 9i, zqi, . . . , .zsqi and elements of 
degree higher than s + ki. The maximality of s implies that s - I is the 
maximal integer such that ~‘~~9~ E V,, + i, since if .zsqi E V,, + 1 then again, by 
Lemma 2.3, zs+19i E V, . Since the difference in dimension between V, and 
V k +i is 1, then zsqi is lthe basis element deleted in the passage from Vk to 
V k’+ i. Similarly, zs-‘qi is deleted in the passage to V, +a, and by straightfor- 
ward induction we finally have that 9i E V,,,, and it is the only manic 
element in V, +s whose degree is less than or equal to ki + s. 
We shall now show that 9i E V, +S+ i. 
then ki + s + 1~ ki+l, and so V, +‘s+l 
Since s + 1~ d i by our assumption, 
intersects its orthogonal complement. 
Hence if f is a minimal manic element of V,, +S+ i, then deg f < k i + s + 1. 
But f E %,+s> so by the uniqueness of 9i as the only element in V, +s of 
degree less than or equal k i + s, we must have that f = 9i. 
Now9i E vk,+s+l implies, by Lemma 2.4, that zs+‘qi E VkZ, in contradic- 
tion to the maximality of s. This contradicts the assumption that s < di - 1. 
Thus qi, z~~,...,z~~-‘~~EV~,, and since degzdcP’=di-I+ ki < kitI, 
the above elements are in (V,,+ ,) *. Hence they form a basis for U,, since 
dimU, = di. 
COROLLARY. Zfdi>l, O< j<d,-2, since 
in ziqiEVk+l and 
THEOREM 3.6. has a sum representation 
= U@Ul@ . . 
where U, the subspaces in Theorem each of is cyclic 
generated by and they orthogonal to another. 
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Proof. Note first that Vk,+, = (0) and that the inner product is nonde- 
generate, so V,,= U, = ((0)) ’ n Vkr= X n V,,. Now Vkg = Vk,+,@ Ui, so 
and we continue by straightforward induction; hence 
x=u,cBu,eJ ... @U,, 
and the Vi’s are orthogonal by construction. W 
COROLLARY. v,, = u,cB . . * @U, and (V/J = u(+B . . . @Vi_,. 
Let a i be the characteristic polynomial of the projection and restriction of 
S, to Vi. In other words, let ?r,, . . . , vr,, be the orthogonal projections of X on 
the Ui’s, and let Si = TS,(,. Then a i is the characteristic polynomial of Si. 
Since Vi is a cyclic subspace, a i is also the minimal polynomial of Si. This 
means that a i is the minimal polynomial such that u,(So)q, has no compo- 
nent in Vi. Hence a i is a manic polynomial of degree di. 
If i < r, then degaiqi < k; hence u,(S,)q, = rouiqi = uioi. If i = r, then 
c&g a,qr = k = &g D and a,qr = D + rr,urq,, since D is assumed to be 
manic. Hence u,(S,)q, = u,q, - D. 
LEMMA3.7. Fori=l,..., r, V~,~i=Sp{qi_i}@V~,* 
Proof. By the proof of Theorem 3.5, we have that qi _ i E Vk, ~, + s for all 
s<di_,-1. Inparticular,when s=di_,-1, Vk,m,+s=Vk,_l. Nowqi isthe 
only manic element in V, _ 1 whose degree is less than k i - 1. The minimal 
degree of elements in Vki is ki. Hence qi_ i 4 Vkz. w 
Lemma 3.7 means that the maximal integer n such that qi E V, is 
n = ki+l- 1. As we remarked at the end of Section I, this is equivalent to 
ki+l- 1 being the maximal integer n such that znHGqi is strictly proper, 
which implies 
( Zk,+l -lGqi)_l#O. 
COROLLARY. The matching order of the purtiul realization whose de- 
nominator is qi is s = ki + ki+l - 1. 
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Proof. Let n = k,+i - 1; then n is the maximal integer such that 9i E V,, 
and deg 9i = k,. Hence by Theorem 1.1, the matching order is 
s=degqi+n=ki+ki+,-1. W 
LEMMA 3.8. Zf G = N/D is a scalar strictly proper function such that D 
is manic, then: 
(a ) k 1 is the difference between deg D and deg N. 
(b) Let pi = 7r+Gq,. Then p, = 0, 91 = a,, and if we denote by b, the 
leading coefficient of N, we have p, = b,. 
Note that k, = d,, since we defined k, = 0. 
Proof. (a): Since 9,, = 1 and since, by Lemma 3.7, 1 E Vk, _ 1 but 14 Vk,, 
we have that G = Ho1 = z-k,+%_ zklelG; hence zklelG = r_ zklPIG, SO 
that zklP ‘G is strictly proper. But 14 Vk,, so zklG # n_ zklG. Thus k, is the 
difference between the denominator and numerator degrees of G. This means 
that the first k, - 1 coefficients in the power series expansion of G are zero. 
(b): Since 9a = 1, then obviously, p, = r+Gl = 0. Now a,q, = a,1 E 
(U,)’ =Vk, and dega,=d,=k,. Hence, since a0 is manic and 9r is the 
unique manic element of degree k, in Vk,, then 9i = a,. 
Now, p, = m+Ga, = const, since deg a,, = k 1 = deg D - deg N. This con- 
stant will be denoted by b,, and since a, is manic, b, is the highest degree 
coefficient of N. n 
As a result of Lemma 3.7 we have the following characterization of V *. 
LEMMA 3.9. Let (A, B, C) be the associated minimal realization of 
G = ND-’ in the state space X,. Let V * be the maximal (A, B )-invariant 
subspace contained in Ker C. Then V * = Vk,. 
Proof. Since Bx = rTgx for x E F, we have Im B = Sp{l}. Now by 
Lemma 3.7, SJk, c Vk, _ i = Sp{ 1) @Vk, = Im B + Vk,, so Vk, is (A, B)- 
invariant. Now by Lemma 2.2, Vi = Ker C and Vk, c Vi = Ker C. Thus Vk, C 
v*. 
Maximahty follows from the following consideration. If k, = 1, then 
Vk, = Vi = Ker C, so it is maximal. Suppose k, > 1; then Im B = Sp{ l} C V, 
for all n<k,, by the proof of Theorem 3.5. In other words, for n < k,, 
V, + Im B = V,. Let V c Vi be an (A, B>invariant subspace, and let f E V. 
Then f E Vi and S, f E V + Im B c Vi + Im B = V,. This implies, by Lemma 
2.3, that f E Vs; hence V c Vs. Suppose we showed V C V,, for any n < k,. 
Then S,VCV+I~BCV,+I~B=V,, and this implies VcV,+i. Hence 
v c Vk,. n 
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In particular, in the “generic” case, V * = V, = Ker C. This is also true 
whenever deg D - deg N = k, = 1. If k, > 1, then Im B is contained in Ker C, 
which is equivalent to CB = 0. 
Note that dimV * = deg N = k - k,, by Lemma 3.8. This is accordance 
with the characterization of V * in [9] and in [5], where, for G = T- ‘M, 
V * = X,. Since 2 is a system isomorphism from X, to X,, this means that 
zv * = ZVk, = Wk, = x,. 
LEMMA 3.10. The qi’s satisfy the following recursion fomzula: 
9i+l = aiqi - biqi_l (i 2 l), (3.1) 
where a, is the minimal polynomial such that aiqi has no component in Ui, 
and bi are nonzero constants. The initial conditions are qO = 1, q1 = a,; and 
b, is the leading coefficient of the numerator of G. 
Proof. Note first that the initial conditions are due to Lemma 3.8. 
Let a, = ,rda + ei, where dege, < di. NOW zdt-‘qi E V, C Vk,, So f;d’qi E 
V k, ._ 1. Also, eiqi E Ui c Vk, c Vki ~ 1; hence qiqi E Vk, _ r. Now by Lemma 3.7, 
Vki_l = Sp{qi_,}@Vk, = Sp{qi_,}@Ui@Vk,+,. However, qiqi has no compo- 
nent in Ui, SO that a iqi E Sp{ qi _ I} @Vk,+ ,. Now aiqi is a manic polynomial of 
degree ki+l, and so is qi+l. Thus q =aiqi - qi+l is of degree less than ki+l, 
so it has no component in Vk,+,; hence q E Sp{ qi_ 1 }. This means that 
for some constant bi. This constant is nonzero, for if we suppose 
qi+l = Uiqi = Zd’qi + ejqi E vk,,, c vk 
8’ 
then since eiqi E Vi c Vki, we must have zdsqi E Vk,. But, by Lemma 2.4, this 
implies qi E Vk,,,, which is impossible, since deg qi < k, + 1 and the minimal 
elements of V, ,+, are of degree k,+l. n 
LEMMA 3.11. Let qi (i = 0 ,..., r) be the minimal manic ekments of vkO, 
and ai, bi be as in Lemma 3.10. Let pi = r+Gqi. Then the pi’s satisfy the 
recursion 
Pi+1 = a,p, - bipi_l (i 2 1) (3.2) 
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(i.e. the same recursion as the qi’s). The initial conditions from Lemma 3.8 
are p, = 0 and p, = b,, where b, is the highest degree coefficient of the 
numerator N of G. 
Proof. Since the qi’s satisfy (3.1) then 
and we only need to show that rr +Ga iqi = a i~ +Gqi. This is equivalent to 
showing m_Gaiqi = a,r_Gq,. 
Since qi E Vk,,, _ 1, then for any j < ki+i, qi E Vj, so that r_Gzjqi = 
z&r _ Gq,. Thus for any polynomial a(z) of degree less than k i + 1, T _ Gaq, = 
ar_Gq,. This is true in particular for ai; hence the desired equality holds for 
i > 0, since d, = ki+l - ki < ki+l. n 
The recursions (3.1) and (3.2) mean that the qi’s and pi’s are the same 
polynomials as defined in [12], which are connected to continued fraction 
representations of partial realizations of G, as we shall see in the next section. 
The next lemma tells us how to calculate the constants bi. 
LEMMA 3.12. Let b, = (q,,, zklplqO), by our previous definition and 
Lemma 3.8. Let a i, bi be as in Lemmu 3.10. Then 
( Zk,+, plqi,qO)=bi...b,. (3.3) 
Note that (zkt+l -lqi, qe)= [HGzki+Ielqi, l] = (H,.zk~+l~lqi)_l # 0, since 
n = ki+l- 1 is the maximal integer such that qi E V’. 
Proof. We shall use induction. For i = 0, (3.3) follows from the definition 
of b,. 
Suppose (3.3) holds for i - 1 (i > l), i.e. (z k’-lqi _ 1, qa) = bi_ 1 . . * b,. 
Then since ki+ 1 = ki + d, and a i = z 4 + e, where e, is a polynomial of 
degree less than d i, we have 
( Zk+l -lqi,qo)= [H,zks+l-lqi,qo] = [zkc+‘-lHGqi~qOI 
= &z,qi, zkr- &)] [ 
= ( zdkqi, z ke-lqO) = ((a, - ei)qi, Zk’-lqO) 
=(aiqi, .Z kl-lqO) - (eiqi, zki-‘qO) 
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The second term in the last expression is zero, since ei9i E q C I’, and 
deg z k’-190=ki-14i. Now 
(ai9i,z W9J = (qi+I + bi9i_l’ +190) 
= bj( 9i-1, ’ k’-190) = b,(b,_, ... b,). n 
The following is the most important consequence of Theorem 3.5 and of 
the state space structure. 
LEMMA 3.13. For any 9 E U,, let p = n+G9. Then p/9 = pi/q,. 
Proof. Since Vi is cyclic, it suffices to take 9 = e9, for some polynomial e 
of degree s -C di. For any i, d, < ki+l (we have equality when i = 0); hence 
s < ki+l- 1. So H,eq, = eH,qi and p = vr+Geq, = er+Gq, = epi. Thus, p/q 
= ePi /e9i = Pi /9i* n 
The above lemma means that we get the same partial realization when we 
take any element of Vi as our denominator. Thus, the main feature of our 
structure in the context of partial realizations is the subspaces V,,, the first of 
which is V*. Hence, as noted by Kalman [13], Antoulas [2], and Fuhrmann 
[8], partial realizations are strongly connected with V*, or, in other words, 
with feedback. 
We conclude this section with an example. 
EXAMPLE. Let G = l/z + l/z4 = (z 3 + l)/z4. So 
0 1 0 0 
restricted to X = X,, where D = z4. Here X is the space of all polynomials 
whose degrees are less than 4. 
We compute that 
v,=sp{z,22,23-1}, v2=sp{z,z3-1}, V,=Sp{2-1). 
We can also see that (z,z)=O, (z,z3-l)=O. The polynomial z is or- 
thogonal to itself, since it is a minimal element appearing in V, as well as V,. 
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rankH,=l-dim{fEV,:degf<l} =l-O=l, 
rankH,=2-dim{fEVa:degf<2} =2-1=1, 
and rank H, = 3. 
We can compute the partial realizations corresponding to each minimal 
element in the Vi ‘s. We have k, = 1, k, = 3 and 9i = z, 9s = z3 - 1. 
For 9i, let pi = 7r+G9, = 1; then pi/q, = l/z is a partial realization of G 
with matching order 2 + 1 = 3, since 2 is the maximal integer such that x E V, 
and deg z = 1. 
For qs, let p, = 7r+G9, = z2; then p2/9a = z2/(z3 - l)= l/z + l/z4 + 
O(z-‘), so there is a matching of the first 3+3 = 6 coefficients. 
We have that U,=Sp{l},~ U,=Sp{z,z2), U2=Sp{z3-l}, so that 
X=U,@Ui@U, and(1,z)=(1,z2)=(z,z3-l)=(z2,z3-l)=0,~~the Ui’s 
are indeed orthogonal. 
Computing the characteristic polynomials of the restrictions and projec- 
tions of So to the Ui’s, we have a, = z, al = z2, a2 = z, and we have the 
recursions 
92=a,9,=(23- 1) - z2z = - 1= - 90, 
hence 
9s - a,92 = z4 - z(z” - 1) = z = 91. 
so b, = 1 and b, = - 1. 
IV. CONTINUED FRACTIONS, REALIZATIONS, AND 
FEEDBACK-SCALAR CASE 
In this section we are still assuming G to be a scalar rational strictly 
proper function. We shall connect the results laid out in the previous sections 
with other approaches to the partial realization problem. We shall first 
connect the recursions of Lemmas 3.10 and 3.11 with continued fractions. 
Next we shall connect Lemma 3.9 with feedback, and finally we shall use the 
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canonical realization scheme of Fuhrmann [6] to arrive at signature-symmetric 
realizations. 
The recursions (3.1) and (3.2) can be formulated in matrix notation. This 
representation is motivated by the connection with continued fractions, as in 
[41. 
Let 
(4.1) 
Then it can easily be shown by induction that for n >, 1, 
hence, 
In other words, if ai and hi are given as in Lemmas 3.8 and 3.10, then the 
pi’s and qi’s defined above satisfy the recursions (3.1) and (3.2) and hence 
are the same polynomials as in Lemmas 3.10 and 3.11, since the recursions 
define them uniquely once we have the initial 
p,=o, qa=l, pi=&), 91=e0. 
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As a direct consequence of Equation (4.2) we have 
LEMMA 4.1. 
(a) Adjacent qi’s are coprime. 
(b) Adjacent pi’s are coprime. 
(c) Corresponding pi’s and qj’s are coprime. 
Proof. If we compute determinants in Equation (4.2) we have 
where c, _ i is a nonzero constant. Hence, all three statements are satisfied 
simultaneously. n 
We now turn to continued fractions. 
THEOREM 4.2. Let p,, q, be as above. Then for n > 1 
p,/q, = k&,-b,&- &/(a, - . . . - b,-i/o,-1) . . . >>. (4.3) 
Proof. If n = 1, we have PI/q1 = b,/a,. 
Suppose now that the numerator and denominator of the nth continued 
fraction (4.3) satisfy the last equality of (4.1). When we pass from n to n + 1 
in the continued fraction, we replace b, 1/a n ~ I by b, _ 1 /( a ,, ~ 1 - b, /a ,,), 
which is equal to b,_la,/(a,p,a, - b,). In other words, b, 1 is replaced by 
b n-P,> and a,-, is replaced by a n ia n - b,. However, 
hence 
so that the numerator and denominator of the n + lth continued fraction are 
P n+l and qn+l respectively, and the theorem is proved. n 
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The recursive way in which we calculate the continued fraction in 
Equation (4.3) is called a “forward scheme.” This means that we start from 
the top (b, /a,), and at each stage we “chop off” the bottom, as in (4.3). The 
“forward scheme” is related to the “forward” recursions (3.1) and (3.2). 
Given a continued fraction 
g, = b,/(q) - b,/(a,- . . . >L 
we could calculate it recursively by a “backward scheme” in the following 
manner: Let 
go = boAa, - gl>> 
g, = bl/(% - fix?), 
g, = W(~” - gn+1>. (4.4) 
In other words, each gi is the continued fraction from which we “chopped 
off” the top. 
To see the connection between the two schemes, let gi = mi/‘ti (i = 
O,l, . ..). Then 
cm0 to>=(m1 Q( h9, uj. 
Cm, L)=(m,+, tn+l 4 R ,’ T ” n 1 
and we have the “backward” recursions 
t, = tn+lun - tn+&n+l. (4.5) 
(The reason we transposed the matrices is the analogy to the case where G is 
a matrix function and we do not assume commutativity.) 
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In terms of the pi’s and qi’s as before, 
(ma to)=(m,+, 4x+1 )(tn LJ$o lo’] 
( 4%+1 
,i 
- P” - 4” 
= %+1 
Pnil 1 4 * 
(4.6) 
n+l 
This means that the continued fraction terminates at n, i.e. m,, 1 = 0 
(in which case we can take t, + i = l), iff p, + I = m, and q, + 1 = to. 
Furthermore, for any n, we have by (4.6) that 
tO=rnqn-mn4nPl, 
m. = 0, - mnnn-l. 
Also, 
... b,_l=: c,_,zO; 
hence, 
which implies that 
t 7l+1 = +-(moqn - tom,), 
n 
or, if m. =: M, to =: T, and G = T- ‘M is a scalar function, then since 
t FI+l EJb.9 
1 
t II+1 = ;+k 
” 
= +zq,, 
n 
where Z : X, + X, is the intertwining map defined in [6] to which we 
referred in Sections 2 and 3. 
Thus we have proved: 
LEMMA 4.3. The denominators arising in the “backward scheme ” calcu- 
lation of a continued fraction are, up to a constant factor, the Z-images of 
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the denominators arising in the “forward scheme,” which are the minimal 
elements of the subs-paces Vkl of Section 3. 
Lemma 4.3 implies that if i # j, then ( ti+ 1, qj) = 0, since 0 = ( 9i, sj) = 
(Z9,>9j)=Ci(ti+r>9j) and Ci+O. 
In particular, if H, is definite, the 9i’s form an orthogonal basis for X 
with respect to the inner product ( , ) whereas the ti + 1’s form the dual basis 
(though not necessarily normalized) of { 9i } with respect to the inner product 
( ’ >* 
Now, since Z is an intertwining map, i.e. ZS, = SrZ, then the Z-images 
of the subspaces Ui of Theorem 3.6 are cyclic subspaces generated by ti+ 1, 
and a i are the characteristic polynomials of the restrictions and projections of 
S, on ZUi. Note though that Zq are not necessarily orthogonal subspaces 
with respect to the inner product ( , ). However, if i # j, then ZU, and Uj 
are orthogonal with respect to ( , ). 
Furthermore, the direct sum decomposition 
x,=u,cB ... CIau, (4.7) 
is equivalent to 
x, = 9ox,“@ . . . @9,X,,> 
and the decomposition 
x, = ZU”a3 . . * CBZU, (4.8) 
is equivalent to 
x, = t,X,“@ . . . a3 t,, lx&, 
which is a particular case of the direct sum decomposition which appears in 
the matrix version of the Euclidean algorithm in [8], where the “atoms” 
A i, Bi, which are the matrix analogies of our a i and bi, were connected with 
feedback, or output injection in the following way: 
Given a transfer function G = T-‘M, then the transfer function of a 
system which is output-injection-equivalent to a realization of G is of the form 
c,=(T+Q)-‘M 
where T-‘M is strictly proper. Now T + Q and M may not be left coprime; 
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hence we may be able to reduce the McMillan degree. An irreducible 
function Gf was represented as 
A,‘&, and G = (A, - G,)-‘B,, 
which is analogous to the first equation of (4.4). Similarly, an 
output-injection-irreducible transfer function of a system output-injection- 
equivalent to a realization of G, was represented as A;‘B,. In this fashion, 
the “atoms” were defined, giving rise to analogous continued fractions for 
matrices. 
The connection of our structure of the state space with feedback and 
feedback irreducible transfer functions is consistent with the above, since we 
know by Lemma 3.9 that V * = Vk,, and hence the McMillan degree of a 
feedback-irreducible transfer function for a system feedbackequivalent to a 
realization of G is dim U, = k, = deg n,. Of course, in the scalar case, T = D 
and X, = X,. 
We now turn to realizations. 
The associated canonical realizations (see [6]) of G corresponding to the 
coprime factorizations G = ND-r = T- ‘A4 are, respectively, 
2 = (A, B, C), &=(A,, B,,C,), 
where Z operates in the state space X, and 
Af = S,f> f EXLB 
Bx = 7i+, x E F, 
Cf =(Gf)_,, f E x~, 
whereas 2, operates in the state space X, and 
A,f = h-f, f EXT? 
B,x = Mx, x E F, 
C,f =(T-‘f)_,, f EXT. 
It has been shown in [8] that if G is a symmetric real transfer function, 
then, with respect to the inner product ( , ), we have Z* = Z and S$ = S,, 
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in which case, D = p. Hence, in particular, when G is scalar, Sr = SD is 
self-adjoint. 
Furthermore, let r E F, f E X,. Then 
(f? Bx) = (f, 7r+) = [ T’f, w] = [f, D-lx] = [Pf, x] 
=(T-‘f)_,=C,f% 
hence B* = C,. Also, let f E X,, x E F. Then 
hence C * = B,. Note also that 2 is a system isomorphism, since 
ZS,f = S,Zf, ZYT,X = Mx, (T-'Zf)-,=(Gf)_,. 
This proves 
THEOREM 4.4. Let B, be the basis of X, composed of the cyclic bases 
of each Ui, according to the decomposition (4.7), and let B, be its dual basis 
with respect to the inner product ( , ) which corresponds to the decomposi- 
tion (4.8). Let A be the matrix representation of S, with respect to B,, and 
A, the matrix representation of S, with respect to B,. Then 
A,= a, B,=c’, c,=B. 
The form of the matrices A, B, C can be found in [12]. 
Now, since Z is self-adjoint, its matrix representation from B, to B, is a 
symmetric matrix, which we shall denote by [Z]. Since Z preserves the direct 
sum decompositions (4.7) and (4.8), then [Z] has blockdiagonal structure. 
By Sylvester’s theorem [Z] can be transformed by a congruency operation 
into a signature matrix J, i.e. a nonsingular matrix that satisfies J = JP i = .!. 
In other words, there exists a nonsingular matrix R such that RJR = [Z]. This 
implies, since SrZ = ZS,, that A,[Z] = [Z]A, or ARJR = RJRA, which is 
equivalent to 
(RPAR)J=J(RAR’). 
Now RAR -i is the matrix representation of S, in the basis which is the 
R-image of B,; hence in that basis we get a signature-symmetric realization 
of G. 
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